The Multinomial Logit (MNL) model and the axiom it satisfies, the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA), are together the most widely used tools of discrete choice. However, the MNL model is also widely criticized, with a large body of experimental literature claiming to document real-world settings where IIA fails to hold. This literature falls short of formally hypothesis testing whether IIA holds, and thus lacks the objectivity, transparency, and interpretability that (properly used) testing procedures provide. More practically, models that assume IIA are employed in an ever-growing range of diverse domains-be it in recommendation systems, ranking models, or models of agents mimicking human behavior-and evidence of IIA violations in one setting are not easily transferable to others. Rigorous testing procedures validating IIA in these settings are crucial, but prior work has overwhelmingly produced tests that practitioners identify as not useful.
standard asymptotics. Asymptotic analyses can be made to account for high dimensions by treating the testing problem dimension as an increasing function of the samples, which typically leads to appropriately pessimistic conclusions about the sample complexity of classical tests. That said, such approaches fail to properly elucidate the difficulty of IIA testing, due to the lack of clarity of what a "growing dimension" even means for a given fixed comparison structure. In light of these challenges, researchers have long been left with a vague notion of complexity, and prior attempts at formal tests have been shown through simulation to require impractically large datasets to operate in their assumed asymptotic regime. These findings have supported a long standing conjecture that the IIA testing problem itself has poor size properties.
In order to resolve this ambiguity in the literature, we consider finite sample minimax lower bounds on testing IIA that, informally, lower bound the error of the best possible test on the worst case problem instance for a given comparison setting and a given number of samples. Our approach brings rigor to the degrees of freedom intuition by leveraging recent progress in the finite sample analysis of the complexity of testing discrete distributions across statistics, information theory, and theoretical computer science. Notable in our analysis is the direct incorporation of the regime of interest, the collection of unique comparison sets, known in advance and denoted by C, where the IIA property is being tested. Of specific importance are d, the sum of the sizes of the subsets in C, and σ , a particular cycle decomposition of a comparison incidence graph G C based on the collection C. The resulting analysis is unorthodox in being highly combinatorial, counting Eulerian orientations of σ , with σ itself selected to maximize the lower bound.
A major benefit of this approach is its ability to derive lower bounds in a structurally-dependent manner, showing both results for general tests that consider violations in all comparison sets and specific tests that seek to discover violations in a specific collection C of interest. Although the discrete choice literature treats IIA as one general property capturing the relationships within a set of items across all subsets, we develop our analysis in a way that makes it possible to discuss restricted notions of IIA, where we are only testing IIA on a given collection of choice sets. For example, if a discrete choice task only involves choices from sets of size two and three, we are not really concerned with violations of IIA that may involve specific pathological sets of size seventeen. In developing minimax lower bounds that are collection-specific, we can ask what limitations may exist (what the sample complexity is) for testing these specific types of violations of IIA. In short, this framework lets us investigate limits on "problem-relevant irrationalities," setting aside the overwhelming number of ways a person can be irrational without consequence for a given problem.
Our main result is that the worst case sample complexity of the IIA testing problem is lower bounded by a quantity proportional to √ d. In the case where a researcher considers all settings where IIA could be violated, that is, over all possible subsets of a universe set of n items size 2 or greater, d is exponential in n. This result is then rather grave: no general test for IIA can provide a meaningfully small worst case error without a number of samples exponential in the number of items. A secondary consequence of our lower bound is one of optimism (or at least a lack of pessimism) when d is small or C is structurally special. For the specific case of pairwise comparisons, the lower bound furnished by our analysis is rather mild, scaling only linearly in the number of items. More surprising is that certain special cyclical comparison structures result in lower bounds that are entirely "dimension-free, " a feature reminiscent of the complexity of property testing for cyclicality in directed graphs. Both of these scenarios are consistent with the notion that rationality is much easier to test if you restrict the number of irrationalities it is tested against.
By identifying fundamental relationships between the comparison structure of a given testing problem and its sample efficiency, we hope that these relationships can help lay the groundwork for a rigorous rethinking of the IIA testing problem.
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